GCU research repository-Pure deposit licence
For authors:

For editors uploading full-text on behalf of authors:



I am the author/one of the authors of this work, and am the copyright owner/have
permission from the copyright owner to deposit this work;



I grant Glasgow Caledonian University (GCU) the non-exclusive right to distribute my work
over the internet (publisher copyright permitting), free of charge and for non-commercial
use;



I give GCU permission to preserve this work permanently in the institutional repository,
including carrying out digital preservation acts in the future necessary to preserve the
work;



I understand that repository staff may edit/add to the metadata of the associated record
to provide the most accurate representation of the research output;



This work is original and does not infringe any copyright, nor violate any proprietary
rights, nor contain any libelous or defamatory matter, nor invade the privacy of any
person or third party;



I understand that while repository staff will check publisher copyright policies, GCU is not
responsible for any breach of copyright or other legal infringements associated with this
work or associated metadata;



I understand that I can request that this work is removed at any point in the future.
Equally, GCU reserves the right to remove the work for any professional, administrative or
legal reason. A metadata record may remain visible in the repository.



I have permission from the author(s) to deposit this work in the GCU repository;



I grant GCU on behalf of the author(s) the non-exclusive right to distribute this work
(publisher copyright permitting) over the internet for non-commercial use;



I give GCU permission on behalf of the author(s) to preserve this work permanently in the
institutional repository, including digital preservation acts to be carried out in the future
necessary to preserve the work;



I understand that GCU is not responsible for any potential breach of copyright associated
with this submission or other legal infringements associated with this work or associated
metadata.
I agree to these terms

I agree to these terms

Why is this deposit licence required?
Glasgow Caledonian University supports the long-term preservation of digital research output by staff,
making this output widely accessible and free of charge, via the research repository,
ResearchOnline@GCU. The research repository is part of the Pure research information management
system and portal. To achieve this, repository/Pure administrators need permission to store, copy and
manage the material held within the repository, to ensure that it can be preserved and made available in
the future.
This Deposit Licence is designed to give repository/Pure administrators the right to do this, and to confirm
that the depositor has the right to submit the material to the repository. The Licence is non-exclusive, and
the depositor does not give away any of their rights to the repository.

